Smarter, Digital, Mobile & Connected

A Fully Digital Ramp Operation
Create an integrated baggage reconciliation

system with real-time operational data, improve
communications, and reduce mishandled bags.

Create a digital ramp operation
“Where’s my bag?!?!” Unfortunately, a sometimes all-too-frequent
question. TA Ramp delivers fast, digital baggage scanning that
significantly improves reconciliation accuracy and reduces
mishandled bags, while also providing the necessary realtime
operational information critical to every turnaround, wherever
your ramp agent is located.
The ramp is no longer the communication blind spot for any
airlines. TA Ramp provides real time communication with your
agents and delivers 100% digital baggage scanning that meets
the IATA 753 compliance standards.
Locate any bag any where any time
Integrated with multiple core airline systems including DCS, Flight

Benefits
IMPROVED COMMUNICATION
With access to real-time check-in and operational
information, TA Ramp allows your agents to react
quickly to any baggage issue. TA Ramp also reduces
reliance on two-way radio chatter as your agents
have the necessary information at their fingertips.

Operations and Weight and Balance systems for streamlined and

INCREASED EFFICIENCY

paperless ramp operation TA Ramp. Keep compliant with IATA 753

Access to real-time data and faster

regulations. Using high volume cameras or scanning devices, you can

communication within the ramp operations team

track bags and know their location at any step of the loading process.

and with other airline groups. Enables ramp staff

TA Ramp also gives visibility into the entire turnaround process,
including check-in and boarding status, standby passenger
clearance, and operational changes such as aircraft or gate
changes. The app also delivers fast offload baggage processing
when passengers with checked bags fail to board the flight.

to get their work done more efficiently.

IATA 753 COMPLIANT
Digital baggage scanning that meets IATA 753
standards and creates a true digital ramp operation.

Transform your ramp operation

STREAMLINED PROCESSES

Airlines can also access TA Turn, our integrated turnaround

Remove manual processes that slow down

management solution from TA Ramp for even more operational

ramp operations with a digital approach,

improvements. Let TA Ramp transform your ramp operation today!

saving time and money.

Our Complete, End-to-End Airline Solutions

Digitize your ramp operation to improve every flight departure.
TA Ramp is a digital and mobile platform that tracks bags,
TA RAMP

integrates with load planning and weight and balance systems,
and provides alerts and baggage status.

TA CREW

TA TURN

TA DISRUPTION HUB

TA AIRPORT

TA INFLIGHT

Automation of the crew
layover process and
a digital cabin with
integrated point of sale

Real-time visibility,

Proactive, digital
disruption management
with a focus on
passenger self service

Mobile DCS to transform
your airport operation
and improve the
passenger experience

Enhanced flight service
with a digital cabin and
integrated POS to grow
inflight retail revenue

alerts, and flexible
access to all turn tasks

A Few of Our Clients

Get connected | TAConnections.com

